
   

   

   

   

Present Continuous Tense
Name : Class :

Write the correct sentences using Present Continuous Tense !
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Mother-cook

She-read

They-play football

We-singJack-study

I-sweep the floor

Ann-listen to music

They- wait for he bus

He-walk to school My family-have dinner

The girls-watch movie

Father-wash the dishes



am
is

are sing
ing

play
ing

What is the girl doing?

The girl is ____________TV.

What is the boy doing?

He is ____________ a book.

Present progressive
to talk about things that are happening now.

Peter is swiming in the pool.

1- Complete the sentences with the words from the box

watching reading

What are the monkeys doing?

They are ____________ the tree.

What is the cat doing?

 It is _____________ milk.

2- Complete the sentences following the images

drinkingclimbing

am
is

are



Underline the verb in the sentences below. Identify if the sentence is written in

the active voice or the passive voice by checking the correct box. If the sentence

is in the active voice, rewrite the sentence in the passive voice and vice versa.

Write your revision on the corresponding blank.

Active and Passive Voice

Active Voice Passive Voice

 1. April was writing a letter to her grandmother.

Active Voice Passive Voice

2. Because of his many achievements, the actor will be honored at the ceremony.

Active Voice Passive Voice

3. My notebook has been misplaced.

Active Voice Passive Voice

4. They are building a robot that can play video games.

Active Voice Passive Voice

5. This beautiful sculpture was created by one of our greatest living artists.

Name:



Preposition Interjection

Conjunctions,
Prepositions,
and Interjections

Part 2: Is the underlined word a conjunction, preposition, or interjection?
Write your answers on the blanks.

Conjunction

Part 1: Differentiate the three concepts in a sentence.

10. Hmm, I wonder where I left my wallet.

1. Kate loves kittens and puppies.

2. The delivery guy is waiting beside the gate.

3. Oh no! She left her bag in the room.

4. I like reading, but I love painting more.

5. Do you prefer the pink or blue shirt?

6. Wow! You look stunning in that outfit.

7. The ball went outside the court.

8. The wind passing through the window is cold.

9. The rabbit jumped over the fence.

Name: Date:



a-

b-

c-

d-

e-

f-

g-

h-

i-

j-

k-

l-

a very hot cup of tea

an extremely cold day

a very tired mother

a very angry customer

a very funny TV show

an extremely clean room

a very scared kid

an extremely dirty house

a very pleased guest

an extremely wet jacket

a very crowded market

a very small window 

EXTREME ADJECTIVES
NAME:

ordinary

Rewrite the expressions in bold by choosing an extreme adjective from the box. 
Make the necessary changes. 

delighted - boiling - exhausted - furious - hilarious - freezing -
filthy  - tiny - spotless - terrified - soaked - packed  

Remember that we don’t use the adverbs very or extremely
before extreme adjectives. Instead, to add even more emphasis,
we might use adverbs such as absolutely , totally and
completely .

extreme
a-

b-

c-

d-

e-

f-

g-

h-

i-

j-

k-

l-


